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Data

two research communities

challenge
manage data
efficient access & processing

data management

opportunity
learn from data
efficient inference & accurate
predictions

machine learning

machine learning for data management systems?
data management for machine learning systems?
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Outline
• Data Management (DM)

• the standardization of Database Management Systems

• ML for DM

• the case for learned indexes (Kraska et.al., SIGMOD 2018)

• Machine Learning (ML)
• ML Systems
• ML pipeline

• DM for ML

• model reuse (Hasani et.al., VLDB 2018)

• Other work
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Data Management
products
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Data Management
products

find customers aged 30-40
count products per category
sum of purchases per category
[what are the data?]
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Data Management
efficient access & processing

find customers aged 30-40
count products per category
sum of purchases per category
[what are the data?]

access specific data items
process large parts of data
combine large parts of data
anticipate requests at different granularity levels

computations become slow
when data do not fit in memory, so…
disk access should be
minimized or parallelized
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Data Management
indexing structures
(B-tree, hash table)

sorting algorithms
(mergesort)

join algorithms

(sort-merge join, hash-based join)

data synopses for AQP

efficient access & processing

access specific data items
process large parts of data
combine large parts of data
anticipate requests at different granularity levels

approximate query processing
(samples, histograms, wavelets, sketches)

computations become slow
when data do not fit in memory, so…
disk access should be
distributed & multiprocessor computation
minimized or parallelized
specialized hardware (e.g., flash disks)
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Data Management
widely used DBMSs employ
standard data structures and algorithms
to organize and process data
minimal assumptions about data

minimal/no effort to learn optimal configurations from data
(default configurations – DB tuning is a human task)

could we use ML to optimize such data structures & algorithms?
or replace them with ML models?
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Example
index all integers from 900 to 800,000,000
900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

…

800M

we can use a b-tree
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B-trees
non-leaf nodes
index entries
used to direct search

leaf nodes
contain data-entries
ordered by key-value

a decision tree
each node stored in one disk page
at least 50% capacity (except for root)
most widely used index in DBMS
search and updates at logFN cost (cost = pages I/O)
F = fanout (num of pointers per index node); N = num of leaf pages
efficient equality and range queries
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Example
index all integers from 900 to 800,000,000
900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

…

800M

we can use a b-tree
or… simply access
data_array[lookup_key - 900]
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Example
index all integers from 900 to 800,000,000
900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

…

800M

index all even integers from 900 to 800,000,000
900

902

904

906

908

910

912

914

…

800M

we can use a b-tree
or… simply access
data_array[(lookup_key – 900)/2]
similar for other data patterns
idea: knowing the empirical data distribution
allows for instance-based optimizations
let’s use ML models?
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B-tree maps key to page
key

B-tree

B+ tree is already a model
given a key, it predicts the position
of the corresponding entry
with some error
(typically up to 1 page)

assumption: data sorted in pages of continuous memory
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how about deep learning?
any model: key -> pos
binary search in [pos – errl, pos + errr]

model maps key to page
key

errl, errr are known from training
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CDF model

3 TH

model

assumption: data sorted in pages of continuous memory
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Figure 2: Indexes as CDFs

pos-estimate
= F(key)
#keysof research
later in this
paper. Fourth, there
is a longxhistory
on how closely theoretical CDFs approximate empirical CDFs
that gives a foothold to theoretically understand the benefits
of this approach [28]. We give a high-level theoretical analysis

3.1 T
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ABSTRACT
Indexes are models: a B-Tree-Index can be seen as a model to
map a key to the position of a record within a sorted array, a
Hash-Index as a model to map a key to a position of a record
within an unsorted array, and a BitMap-Index as a model to indicate if a data record exists or not. In this exploratory research
paper, we start from this premise and posit that all existing
index structures can be replaced with other types of models, including deep-learning models, which we term learned indexes.
We theoretically analyze under which conditions learned indexes outperform traditional index structures and describe the
main challenges in designing learned index structures. Our
initial results show that our learned indexes can have significant advantages over traditional indexes. More importantly,
we believe that the idea of replacing core components of a data
management system through learned models has far reaching
implications for future systems designs and that this work
provides just a glimpse of what might be possible.
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a set of continuous integer keys (e.g., the keys 1 to 100M), one
would not use a conventional B-Tree index over the keys since
the key itself can be used as an offset, making it an O(1) rather
than O(log n) operation to look-up any key or the beginning
of a range of keys. Similarly, the index memory size would be
reduced from O(n) to O(1). Maybe surprisingly, similar optimizations are possible for other data patterns. In other words,
knowing the exact data distribution enables highly optimizing
almost any index structure.
Of course, in most real-world use cases the data do not
perfectly follow a known pattern and the engineering effort
to build specialized solutions for every use case is usually too
high. However, we argue that machine learning (ML) opens
up the opportunity to learn a model that reflects the patterns
in the data and thus to enable the automatic synthesis of specialized index structures, termed learned indexes, with low
engineering cost.
In this paper, we explore the extent to which learned models,
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Trial
data
200 million web-server log records
sorted by timestamp

results
without search time

task
timestamp -> position

B-tree ~300ns
tensorflow ~80,000ns

models
standard B-tree
2 layer NN, 32 width, ReLU activation

why? B-trees are
good at overfitting 1-D data
& cache efficient
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Recursive Model Index
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Figure 3: Staged models
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Algorithm
1: Hybrid
1 M = stages.size;
Input: int threshold, int stages[], NN_complexity
2 tmp_records[][];
Data:
record data[], Model index[][]
3
tmp_records[1][1]
Result: trained index = all_data;
4 for
i ← 1 to M do
1 M
= stages.size;
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5
for j ← 1 to st aдes[i] do
2 tmp_records[][];

Storage & Indexing
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Results

Figure 4: Learned Index vs B-Tree
Figure 4: Learned Index vs B-Tree
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Data Management
indexing structures
(B-tree, hash table)

sorting algorithms
(mergesort)

join algorithms

(sort-merge join, hash-based join)

data synopses for AQP

approximate query processing
(samples, histograms, wavelets, sketches)

but data management
does not stop there
enable many users to ask
[what are the data?]
questions
without having to worry about how
data are managed

distributed & multiprocessor computation users simply have to know how to ask
specialized hardware (e.g., flash disks)
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Database Management Systems
the system (not the user) manages:
physical organization
(in the presence of updates)

memory management
concurrency, consistency
authorization
crash recovery
perhaps a DB administrator
makes design choices
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Database Management Systems
Relational DBMSs
Standard Query Language (SQL)
user only expresses SQL queries
DB admin makes basic design choices
similar situation with
NoSQL DBMSs
MapReduce (Hadoop, Spark)
21

Outline
• Data Management (DM)

• the standardization of Database Management Systems

• ML for DM

• the case for learned indexes (Kraska et.al., SIGMOD 2018)

• Machine Learning (ML)
• ML Systems
• ML pipeline

• DM for ML

• model reuse (Hasani et.al., VLDB 2018)

• Other work
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Machine Learning Systems
Scikit-learn, Stan, Edward,
Tensorflow, Apache Spark + MLlib,
Apache SystemML, AmazonML,
GoogleML-engine, Microsoft ML
Studio, IBM Watson Machine
Learning, etc
‘wild west’
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Typical ML Pipeline
data
model
instance

prediction

decision

candidate
model
instances

offered in some variant by
aforementioned systems
requires heavy user involvement and ML expertise
for data management and model optimization and reuse
trained models are typically discarded
compare with role of cache / memory management in DBMS
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DM for ML?
can we have for ML systems what we got for DBMSs?
ML admin makes basic design choices
user asks in standard language
system takes care of details
data management +
model reuse, model optimization, model updates
taking into account computational resources

e.g., model training costs vs accuracy, possibility to use previous training
25

models possibly trained on
different parts of the data
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Setting
user submits query
q

retrieves data
D = Dq

built model
M(D)
e.g., K-Means, GMM, GLM

consider partitioning of D
D1, D2, …, Dr
M = {M(D1), M(D2), …, M(Dr)}
can we build M(D) from M?
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Special case: k-means
M = {M(D1), M(D2), …, M(Dr)}
M: K-centroids + number of data points per cluster

approximation guarantee
O(log2K) to optimal SSE
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Special case: k-means
M = {M(D1), M(D2), …, M(Dr)}
M: coreset
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y query q, let
could be used

Coreset

models, we would like to note that our methods described
in this section can be easily adapted for other GLMs such
as linear regression and other log-linear models.
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3. APPROXIMATION BY MODEL MERG30

Special case: k-means
M = {M(D1), M(D2), …, M(Dr)}
M: coreset

run k-means++ on union of coresets
error-guarantee is preserved
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Choosing models to re-use
assumption, so far:
model/coreset of each partition already exists
what if it does not?
should we build a model from scratch?
or re-use existing ones?
which ones exactly?
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models are not trained
on all data at once

for ad-hoc queries

Efficient Construction of Approximate Ad-Hoc ML models
Through Materialization and Reuse
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ABSTRACT
Machine learning has become an essential toolkit for complex analytic processing. Data is typically stored in large
data warehouses with multiple dimension hierarchies. Often, data used for building an ML model are aligned on
OLAP hierarchies such as location or time. In this paper,
we investigate the feasibility of efficiently constructing approximate ML models for new queries from previously constructed ML models by leveraging the concepts of model
materialization and reuse. For example, is it possible to
construct an approximate ML model for data from the year
2017 if one already has ML models for each of its quarters?
We propose algorithms that can support a wide variety of
ML models such as generalized linear models for classification along with K-Means and Gaussian Mixture models for
clustering. We propose a cost based optimization framework
that identifies appropriate ML models to combine at query
time and conduct extensive experiments on real-world and
synthetic datasets. Our results indicate that our framework
can support analytic queries on ML models, with superior
performance, achieving dramatic speedups of several orders
in magnitude on very large datasets.

investigate the feasibility of building faster ML models for
a popular class of analytic queries by leveraging two fundamental concepts from database optimization - materialization and reuse.

1.1

Analytic Queries on ML Models

Recently, there has been extensive interest in the database
community for enabling interactive ad-hoc analytics on ML
models. Consider a typical workflow of a data scientist. She
issues a query (SQL or otherwise) to retrieve relevant data
that is stored in a data warehouse. This data is used to build
an ML model for classification, clustering, etc. The model is
then used for performing complex analytic processing such
as predicting customer churn in a geographic region. This
process of retrieving data, building a ML model and using
the model for analytic processing subsumes a large class of
analytic workflows. We argue that these ad-hoc analytic
queries on ML models often exhibit a number of appealing
properties that enables a better and faster approach than
building models from scratch every time. Some of these
properties include:
• Meaningful SQL Predicates. The queries that are used
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special case: 1-dimensional data
M1 = [1, 500k], M2 = [500k, 1M],
M3 = [300k, 900k], M4 = [900k, 1M]

q = [250k, 1M]
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special case: 1-dimensional data
1

250k

300k

500k

900k

1M

possible strategies
#1: build model from scratch
#2: build model [250k, 300k]; re-use models [300k, 900k], [900k, 1M]; merge models
#3: build model [250k, 500k]; re-use model [500k, 1M]; merge models
similarly… build coreset / re-use coreset / build model on union of coresets
most efficient strategy?
take cost of operations into account
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special case: 1-dimensional data
idea: build a cost graph at query time
place a directed edge between bounds u < v
bounds: for existing models or query

edge weight: optimal cost to create model on [u, v]
similarly for coresets
findings
benefits vary by coverage
very large benefits for model merging
moderate-large for coresets

250k

re-use / build
re-us
e

300k

/ buil
d/m
erge

500k

op
tim
al
co
st

1M
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VLDB2017 tutorial

http://wp.sigmod.org/?p=2454 – SIGMOD 2018
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ML for DM
• Indexing

• The case for learned indexed structures, Kraska et.al., SIGMOD 2018

• Aproximate Query Processing

• Database Learning: Towards a database system that becomes smarter every
time, Park et.al., SIGMOD 2017

• Join-query optimization

• Two-Level Sampling for Join Size Estimation, Chen & Yi, SIGMOD 2017
• Estimating Join Selectivities using Bandwidth-Optimized Kernel Density
Models, Kiefer et.al., VLDB2017
• Selectivity estimation using probabilistic models, Getoor et.al., SIGMOD 2001
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DM for ML
• Efficient construction of approximate ad-hoc ML models through materialization
and reuse, Hasani et.al., VLDB 2018
• BlinkML: Approximate Machine Learning with Probabilistic Guarantees, Park Y
et.al., Technical report, 2018
• On optimizing operator fusion plans for large-scale machine learning in
systemML, Boehm, et al., VLDB2018
• Data management in machine learning: Challenges, techniques, and systems,
Kumar et.al., SIGMOD 2018, tutorial
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thank you
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